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In a Nutshell Core Values

Key Motivators

  

   

  

  

Energy Style

Cognitive Style 

Values Style 

Life Style

Introverted

Sensing

Thinking 

Perceiving

Famous ISTPs include...

Venus Williams Billie Ellish Willie Nelson Snoop Dogg

Independent, self-reliant, reserved, cool

Realistic, hands-on, grounded, mechanical 

Logical, objective, unbiased, pragmatic

Responsive, spontaneous, flexible, active

ISTP The Craftsman

ISTPs are observant artisans with an understanding of 
mechanics and an interest in troubleshooting. They approach 
their environments with a flexible logic, looking for practical 
solutions to the problems at hand.

ISTPs are attentive to details and responsive to the demands 
of the world around them. Because of their astute sense 
of their environment, they are good at moving quickly and 
responding to emergencies. 

ISTPs are reserved, but not withdrawn: the ISTP enjoys taking 
action, and approaches the world with a keen appreciation for 
the physical and sensory experiences it has to offer. They are 
independent and adaptable, and typically interact with the 
world around them in a self-directed, spontaneous manner.

 Practicality

 Action

 Logic

 Independence

 Building practical skills

 Solving real-world problems

 Understanding the mechanics of things

 Maintaining autonomy
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The full document is only available for
Truity @ Work Customers

• If you are a Truity @ Work customer, you must be logged into your 
account to access the full versions of all training materials.

• For more information on testing your team with the Truity @ Work 
platform, click here: Personality Tests for Business.

• To purchase test credits for the Truity @ Work platform, click here: 
Purchase Test Credits.

Questions? Click here to contact us.

https://www.truity.com/page/personality-tests-business
https://www.truity.com/page/purchase-truity-assessments-pro
https://truity.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/requests/new



